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Introduction
Emotions are an integral part of human li fe. Along with cognjtio n and motivation, ellloLions
are considered one of the three funda mental nl.ental operations that are both interdependent
and inseparable in defining hu man beings and their relationsh ip to the environment (e.g.,
H arg reaves, 2000; Lazarus, Coyne, & Folkman, 1984). E motions can be defi ned via several psychological processes, including emotion-specific motivational tendencies, expressive behaviors,
and physiologiGll processes and cognitions; however, the affective component in emotions,
such as fee lings of unease and nervousness in anxiety, are considered the core element of emotions (e.g., Pekrun, 2006).
Common to almost all emotion theories is the conception that emotions are incred ibly
variable and evidence subtle differences, for example, in accompanying action tendencies or
emotion expression (Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003); thus, the view shared by many researchers
of emotio n is that broad dimensions such as positive vs. nega tive affect are not sufficient to
accurately describe the occurrence of emo tions (Laza rus, 199 1) . Accord in gly, in th is chapter
we adopt the view of distinct, discrete varied emotions like enj oyment, anxiety, or anger.
For a long time, th e examination of emotions was absent from academic research, with the
exception of studies o n students' anxiety (Zeidner, 1998) and rusc ussions of emotional elements withill attri bu tion theory (Weiner, 1985). The dearth of research on emotions is even
more evident in resea rch focused on teachers, whi c h has received very little attention so far
(for exceptions, see Frenzel, Goetz, Li.idtke, Pekrun, & Sutton, 2009; Frenzel, Goetz,Stephens, &
Jacob, 2009; Hargreaves, 2005; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003; Zembylas, 2004) . However, teacher
emotions are highl y releva nt for instru ctiona l processes, as they affect teacher behavio r, shape
teacher- student relationships, and ultimately impact student o utcomes. Furthermore, such
emotions also are important to teachers' psychological well- being. Often ti mes discussed in thi s
context is teacher burnout, w hi ch ca n be described in terms of emotional depletion (Maslach,
Schau feli, & Leiter, 2001, p. 416) and is thou ght to be related to emotional experience (see
the chapter by DUtT, C hang, & Ca rson, this volume). T hus, teacher emotions sho uld also play
a cru cial role in teachers' job satisfaction and reasons for either staying in a job or leaving it
prematurely.
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Regarding teachers' emotional experiences, we are particularly interested in those em otions
experienced during teaching It can be argued that the act of teaching is central in teachers'
professional lives: teachers spend abo ut 40%, to 50'1<, of their working time in the classroom
(OECD, 20 11). T hat is not to say that the iITlpact of teachers' out- of- c1ass activities, such as
administrative tasks, or their relationship to students, is negligible w hen it comes to their emotionallives. All three areas wiU be accounted for ill the present chapter.
Frenzel and coUeagues have proposed an encolTlpassing theoretical model on antecedents
and effe cts of teacher emotions that proposes that teachers' perceptions of student behavio rs,
and their appraisals regarding the alignment between their classroom goals and the achjeved
goals during teach in g, are important determinants of teac hers' emotional experiences in class.
In turn , they propose that teachers' emotions influence their instructional behavior, which feeds
back to student behaviors in class and to the attainment of teachers' goals, thus closing the circle
of this reciprocal model. For more details on this model, the reader is referred to Frenzel and
Stephens (201 3), Frenzel (in press), and Frenzel, Goetz, Stephens, et al. (2009). In this chapter,
we will focus on reviewing evidence pertaining to the frequency and antecedents of teachers'
experience of positive ,md negative eITlotions during teaching and , more generally, in the course
of their professional lives . This is followed by some methodological considerations regarding
various assessment methods for ga uging teacher emotions, particularly regarding recall- based
and onJjne-based assessment ITlethods. We conclude with insights from a pilot study on the
implementation of the Experience Sampling M ethod for real- time asseSSlTlent of teacher emotions and present descriptive results for the frequency of teacher emotions while teaching.

Review of Research-A Tour of Empirical Evidence on Teacher Emotions
In this section we focus on teacher emotions as related to their ac tual emotional experiences
in class but also include evidence from outside the classroom. We summarize rese;lrch on the
occurrence, sources, and effects of discrete teacher emotions.
So far, teacher emotions have been investigated almost exclusively via teac her self- reports.
Most studies employ qualitative interviews (e.g. , Coleman, 1994; Gresham, 2007; Hargreaves,
1998, 2000, 2005; Hargreaves & Tucker, 1991; Sutton, 2004, 2007), sometimes interviewing
the teachers several times over a long time frame (e.g., Darby, 2008; van Veen, Sleegers, &
van de Yen, 2005). Zembylas (2002, 2004) investigates teacher emotions in depth employing an ethnographic approach, including interviews, participant observations, and collection
of documents. Quantitatively, teacher emotions have been investigated using questionnai res,
both in single-shot designs (e. g., Frenzel, Goetz, Stephens, et aI. , 2009 ; Frenzel & Gotz, 2007;
Frenzel, Gotz, & Pekrun, 2008; GreShaIT1, 2007, 2009; Prawat, Byers, & Anderson, 1983) and
in longitudinal designs (Beilock, Gunderson, Raluirez, & Levine, 2010; Frenzel, Goetz, Llidtke,
et al., 2009). Furthermore, Ca rson (2006) and Frenzel and colleagues (Frenzel, Goetz, Stephens,
et al., 2009; Frenzel & Gotz, 2007) investiga ted teacher emotions via Experience Samplin g or
use of a lesson diary, respectively.

Teachers' Experience of Positive Emotions
As H argreaves (1 998) pointed out, "good teaching is charged with positive emotion" (p. 835).
A primary source of teachers' positive emotions is their students; teac hers feel joy and satisfaction in their students' growth, especiaUy when students learn and have breakthrou ghs
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(e.g., Frenzel & Gotz, 2007; Hargreaves, 2000; Stenlund , 1995; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003 ;
Zembylas, 2002) or, when they are compliant with classroom rules (Winograd, 2003). In
that sense, teaching is considered an emotionally rewarding profession. Som.e time ago, Lortie
(1975 ; as cited by Hargreaves, 2000) spoke of the "psychic rewards" resulting from "classroom
events and relationships with students" (p. 817) that are associated with positive em.otions.
Outside the classroolTl, teachers' positive emotions and feelings of being rewarded result
when students greet them in the hallways or when students respect them for something other
than their subject knowledge or teaching. Teachers also describe their interaction with stu·dents outside the classroom, such as through athletics, as a positive experience (Hargreaves,
2000). Evidence suggests that in situations that transcend the usual roles of teachers and
students (e.g., advising a student organization, conducting a special interest co urse, or doing
something very unusual and unexpected ill the classroom), teachers particularly profit emotionally frolTl their interactions with stu dents (Hargreaves, 1998,2000).
A sense of professional efficacy, that is, the feeling that they are effective and true to their
beliefs and values, is also a source for teachers' positive emotional experiences (Nias, 1996).
Luckily, classrooms seem to be infused with positive emotions to a larger extent than with
negative emotions (Coleman, 1994; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003); however, it remains unclear to
what extent teachers' reports about their emotions are influenced by social desirability and
are thus su bject to self- report biases favorin g positive emotions. So, too, is enjoyment qu ite
a common emotional experience of teachers in school and in class. In a diary study on the
freq uency and intensity of teac hers' emotional experiences, Frenzel and Gotz (2007) showed
that teachers' experience of enjoym.ent in their classroom life is more dominant than are other
distinct emotions such as anger or anxiety (see also Sutton & Wheatley, 2003). Indeed, in about
75% of their lessons, teachers experience enjoyment to at least some degree (Carson, 2006;
Frenzel & Gotz, 2007).
Another important distinct positive emotion is pride. Pride can be other- 01' .self-directed;
that is, one ca n feel proud beca use of one's own accomplishments or the accomplishments of
others- in the teacher's case, typically students' accomplishments. For example, a teac her may
feel p roud when he or she is able to identify a student w ith a learning disability (Hargreaves,
2000) or attain personally important work goals (Lortie, 1975). As stated earlier, reaching
students and helping them grow are seminal ideals for teachers, so it follows that students' progress and accomplishments may also result in feelings of pride (e. g., Darby, 2008; Hargreaves,
1998). Indeed, pride is experienced regularly by teac hers; in an experience sampling study
assessing teacher emotions during teach ing, Carson (2006) found that pride is the second most
freq uent emotion, after enjoyment.

Teachers' Experience of Negative Emotions
Sources outside classrooms, such as feeling impeded by the school structures, pressured by
educational reforms, or subjected to scrutiny, can be identified as pertinent to teachers' experience of negative emotions (Darby, 2008; Jeffrey & Woods, 1996; Nias, 1996) . In addition,
teachers feel sad or uncomfortable when they do not have emotionally close relationships with
students or when they get the impression that they are misunderstood (Hargreaves, 2000). As
Nias (1996) puts it, teachers feel negative emotions w hen they are distracted "from. what they
defined as their central purpose, helping children learn" (p. 300). However, during teaching '
and while in class, teachers can a~so experience nega tive emotions, such as frustration or anger,
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ill their interactions with students. Students' (mis)behavior is a primary source for negative
teacher emotions.
Specificall y, teachers' experiences of anger are closely tied to students' lTllsbehavior and
appear to be quite common (C han g & Davis, 2009; Sutto n, 2007; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003).
Teac hers' anger is particularly tied to discipline and discip li nary problems in the classroom
(Fren zel & Gotz, 2007; Hargreaves, 2000). Teachers feel an gry w hen students are lazy, uncooperative, or unappreciative of the effort the teacher has invested into a task or particular lesso n
(Hargreaves , 2000; Sutto n, 2007). Teachers also report feeling angry when students refuse to
make an effort or experience " 'undeserved' success [. .. ] w hen the co nsistently unmotivated
child does well on an exam" (Prawat et a1. , 1983, p. 149) or when the teacher lacks institutional support in the face of reform s (van Veen et al. , 2005) . O utside the classroom, anger
arises because of uncooperative colleagues or in appropriately behaving parents (Sutton, 2007).
As compared to anxiety, shame, and gui lt, anger seems to be most prevalent du ring teac hin g.
In experience sa mpling and diary stud ies, te,lchers report experiencing a substantial amo unt
of anger w hile in class (Carson, 2006; Frenzel & Gotz, 2007) to the extent that, in about
15'){,- 20'){, of their lesso ns, teac hers report experiencing at least some anger.
Teacher shame and guilt have also been exam.ined in the edu ca tional co ntext. G uilt nught
arise when teachers realize that they are neglecting or not reac hing those they care for; in fact,
ca ring professionals, including teachers w ho are particularl y comntitted to caring for their
students, are prone to experiencing guil t (Hargreaves & Tucker, 1991). Sources of teachers'
guilt incl ude feelings of inadequacy (Hargreaves & Tucker, 1991) in being unable to devote
as mu ch time and effort to a task as they think it deserves (van Vee n et al. , 2005) and feeling
responsible for a student's decreasin g motivation or the poor performance of a high-ability
stude llt (see C hang, 2009; Pr;lwat et a1., 1983).
Empiri cal evide nce points out that shame and guilt may onl y be margin,llly important durin g the actual teaching process. In C arson's experience samplin g study, teachers report feel.ing
these particular emotions only to a very small degree w hile in class (Ca rson, 2006; see Fren zel,
in press). O utside the classroom. and possibly more prono unced than during teaching, guilt or
shame mi ght arise more regularly in evaluating one's actions in retrospect (Frenzel, in press;
Hargreaves & Tucker, 1991).
Another important d.istin ct negative emotion is anx.ie ty. Teacher anx iety received some
attention in the 1970s (see review by Coates & T horesen, 1976) bu t has recently been emergin g parti cularl y regarding the subject of mathematics and elementary teachers (e.g., BeiJock
et ai. , 2010; Gresham , 2007, 2009; lsiksa l, Curran, Koc, & AskL1n , 2009) . T here is evidence
that teacher anxiety might arise beca use of their " uncertainty of deter m.ining whe ther they
are doing a good job" or w heth er they have achieved their goals (Sutton & Wheatley, 2003 ,
p. 33 4); in that sense, yo unger teac hers seem. to experience higher levels of anx iety than their
older colleagues, especiall y w hen they feel unprepared for teaching and are overwhelmed by
the demands of their j ob (C hang, 2009; see also Hargreaves, 2005; Sutto n & Whea tley, 2003).
Teachers ca n be afraid w hen they are unable to reac h their students and provide for their
future in the midst of change, such as when changing th eir tea ching strategies or when they
are expected to participate in ed ucational reform (Darby, 2008). In genera l, threats to their selfimage and professional understanding as teachers is a so urce of teac hers' anxiety (see Sutton &
Wheatley, 2003), w hich can change with their years of teaching experience. Coates and
T horese n (1 976) summari zed studies reporting that, for yo un ger teachers, uncertainty regarding their own abili ties (e.g., their subject matter knowledge) or being liked by students are
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sources of anxiety; for more experienced teachers, sources of anx iety shift toward diffi culties
with students but also include insufficient schoo l context conditions, such as financ ial constra ints and resources. In classrooms, teachers' perceivedlevcl of student motivation, comprehension, and discipline are nega tively related to anxiety (Frenzel, Goetz, Stephens, et a1., 2009;
Frenzel et aI., 2008). However, bttle is known about the freq uency of anxiety that teachers
experience. In th e studies summarized by Coa tes and Thoresen (1976), between 10% and
30% of the teachers reported being worried and nervo us. In recent studies investigating the
frequency and intensity of teacher emotions during teac hin g, anxiety was reported only to a
relatively small extent (Carson, 2006; see also Frenzel, in press; Fren zel, Goetz, Stephens, et aI. ,
2009).

Methodological Issues-How to Assess Teacher Emotions
The co nceptually and phenomenologically different components of emotions are reflected in
various methodo logiGl l approaches to their measurement. Some assessment methods rely on
the expressive and behavioral components of emotions (e.g., identifying emotions via facial
or vocal expressions, e.g., Ekman & Rosenberg, 2005; Pittam & Scherer, 1993) and others on
physiological processes (Bradley & Lang, 2000) . For teachers, so far, measuring emotions has
relied solely on self- reports that capture the subjective fee lings and cognitive appra isals.
The most conU110n are questionnaires on teachers' overall emotional experiences related
to their teaching (Fren zel, Goetz, Li.idtke, et aI. , 2009; Frenzel, Goetz, Stephens, et aI. , 2009;
Frenzel & Gotz, 2007; Prawat et aI., 1983) and qualitative interview studies in wruch teachers
described their emotional life in school, which emotions are relevant for them, and how and
when they emerge (e.g., Darby, 2008; Hargreaves, 2000 , 2005; Nias, 1996; Scott & Sutton,
2009; Sutton, 2004; Zembylas, 2004) in order to reconstruct the complex relations between
teachers' emotional experiences and their professional self- understanding and identity (e.g.,
Darby, 2008; Schutz, Cross, Hong, & Osbon, 2007; van Veen et al., 2005; Zembylas, 2002).
In addition, a few studies used diary reports, in which teachers recorded their emotion al
experiences in class immediately after tea ching. One way this research has been executed is
in a structured way, w ith teachers responding to Likert scales with items referring to their
emotions as well as their perception of student activities and characteristics in the class they
had just tau ght (Frenzel & Gotz, 2007). A second approac h has bee n to lIse a semi-structured
method , with a combin ation of open-ended and close-ended items (Zembylas,2002) and the
use of diaries. Furthermore, teacher emotions have been investi gated with the Exp erience
Sampling Method (ESM ; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987), wherein teachers identified their
emotional experiences at the moment they occur, as in a study by C,lrso n (2006). In terms of
ethnogra phi c approaches, Zembylas (2002, 2004) condu cted research in which he fo llowed
one teac her for three years with multiple methods involving fi eld observations and a diary on
the teacher's emotions with which to reconstruct the role of teacher emotions (on an interand intrapersonal as well as intergroup level) and how they were affected by context specificities, such as school politics.
In summarizing and discussing these different methodological approaches to the assessment
of teacher emotions, we will specifically address the differentiation between teachers' trait and
state emotions as related to their teaching. As such, trait emotions refer to the teachers' propensity to experience the particular discrete emotion in the teaching co ntext and are assumed
to be a relatively stable attribute of teachers over time and also across teaching situations; state
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elllotions, o n the other hand , ca pture th e situatio n-specific em otio nal state and arc th o ught to
vary depe nding on contextual co nditions (fo r the tra it-state distin ction see, c.g., Cattcll , 1966;
Sp icJbergcr, 2010).
Assessing teac her elTlotions via recall- bascd self- reports (eithcr via questio nnaires or interviews) has bcen widely applied in research so fa r, using items such as "1 really enjoy teaching
m athem atics in this class" (Frenzel, Goetz, Li.idtke, et aI. , 2009 , p. 708) for teachers' generalized estimate of their enjoyment pertaining to mathematics teac hing in one particular class,
in this case. The emotion constru cts assessed by these sclf-reports are sometimes referred to as
(contextualized) trait emotions; bein g time-inclusive, that is, retrospective over a longer time
period, they lI1ight refl cct a teachcr's beli efs about how the particular teachin g situation in a
given class influ ences hi s/ her enjoyment (Robinson & C lore, 2002). However, retrospective
emotion sclf- reports arc liable to Illemory biases and do not necessari ly represent the actual
freq uency and intensity of teachers' emotional experiences in class. T hat emo tio ns assessed by
ge neralized, self- report items do not necessarily reflect the emo tions asscssed using a real- timc
method for data collection is show n in the intensity bias (Robinson & Clore, 2002), that is,
the usual overestimation of a person 's trait emotions as opposed to their actual emotion experience. Carson (2006) showed the intensity bias to hold true for teacher emotions. U sing a
real- time assessment mcthod such as ESM (c.g., Barrett & Barrett, 2001) is tho ught to be more
ecologically valid in that it relies o n exper iential knowledge still accessible to the teacher and
thus decouples the online experience from recall and memory biases (Napa Scollon , Prieto, &
Diener, 2009).
In genera l, however, empirical evidence regarding the distinction of teacher emotions
based on generali zed self- reports and real- time (e.g., ESM) assessment is still la cking. Further
research that clearly distinguishes between these differc nt forms of assessment m ethods and
thus theo reti cal meaning of teacher emotions is needed to investiga te how they are related and
what their respective roles are regarding not only teachers' classroom behavior and student
o utcomes but also teachers' overa ll well- being.

Teachers' Emotion Experiences While Teaching-Does Experience
Sampling Work for Teachers?
Based on the current lack of empirica l evidence rega rding state- based and thus more ecologically valid assessments of teacher emotions, we conducted a pilot study to test how well
the ESM (C arson, Weiss, & Templ in, 2010; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987) can be implemented with teachers for the purpose of investigating their emotions in class while teaching.
Furthermore, we wanted to gain insight into which discrete emotions are reported frequently
by teachers based on tlus real- time assessment (in the following referred to as state emotions)
and compare them to their trait teaclung-related emotions (in the followin g referred to as trait
emotions; see also Spielberger, 2010). Thus, we investigated teachers' enjoyment, pride, shame,
anxiety, anger, and boredom on both a trait and a state level.

Sample and Measures
Sample. O ur sample for t!-tis pilot study co nsisted of 22 teachers at three Gymnasium schools
(the high- achieving track of the secondary school system in Germany); however, three of
them did not fill in or return the trait- qu estionnaire (that included the demographic data), so
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the tra it s ~l mp l e is redu ced to 19 teac hers. T hi rty-eight percent of the teac hers were female,
and teac hers were o n average 48.6 years old (m inimum = 27, maximum = 62; SO = 10.8)
and had been teac hing for an average time (including teacher training, genera lly two years)
of 21.4 years (mini mum = 2.5, maxi mu m = 37, SO = 12.4). T he range of subjects ta ught
by the teachers was not constricted, resul tin g in a large range of subjects, incl uding languages
(Ge rman, French, Latin) , the natural sciences, history, music, and politics.
Measuring state and trait teaching-related emotions. The emotio ns assessed were
teachers' positive emotions of enjoyment and pride and negative emotions of shame, anx iety,
anger, and boredom. For the assessment, we relied on single items; in previous research, this
approach has successfully been applied in ESM ,1SSeSSl11ents of students' state emo tio ns (e.g.,
Goetz, Frenzel , Stoeger, & Hall, 2010) . The items were wo rded in o rder to assess the intensity
of the give n emotion at the ti me of the state assessment (e.g., " H ow strongly do yo u experience enj oym ent at the m ome nt?") and co ul d be ra ted o n a fi ve- poin t rating scale, ranging
from 1 (no t at all) to 5 (ve ry stro ngly). To make a direct comparison of tra it and state-assessed
emo tio ns possible, in the trait assessment we relied on single- item measures, asking teachers
about their emotion experience generall y during teac hing (e.g., "How strongly do you typicalJy experie nce enjoyn'lent in class?"). The five-point rating scale for the trait assessment was
the same as for the state assessm ent.

Implementation of the Experience Sampling Method
Procedure. After the trait assessment, teachers par ticipated for two wee ks in the state assessment for their emo tional experiences in class. Fo r this assessme nt, they were prov ided w ith
perso nal digital assistants (PDAs) that we re p rog rammed with the respective items for emo tio n
self-repo rt. We decided against totaJly rando mized time sampling, pre ferring to ask teachers
to ac tivate the PDA at the beginning of the lesson (so that the PDA would no t signal during brea ks or in classes where students had to write a test). Once activated , the PDAs emitted
a signal randomly once during that lesson, following whi ch the teachers had five mjnutes
to complete, directly on the screen, the short questionnaire on their momentary emotional
experiences. However, teachers were not always able to respond in th e five minute interval
(e.g., because they were too busy with the students, or the signaling noise was too low) ; thus,
10% o f the state questionnaires (1'1 = 39) were overlooked. Overall , this resulted in a total of
352 state assessments; on average, every teacher fIlled in 16 state questionn aires (SO = 8.7,
l1'linimum = 2, maximum = 29) .
Our reliance on single-item m easures fo r each emotion was chosen in orde r to keep our
state assessment of emotion as nunimally obtrusive as possible while teachers were in class.
This allowed the teachers to fill in the qu estionnaire in a short time; on average, it took them
41 seconds. I
Implementability. After the two weeks of the state assessm ent, we talked to the teachers
about the ESM procedure and their experiences. Due to the very sho rt questio nnaire and
teachers' being allowed to choose, in adva nce, the lessons for which they wa nted to ac ti va te
the PDA, teachers overall reported few pro blems with the implementatio n o f the ESM. T hey
did not find it overly intrusive or distractin g and were able to adapt their teac rung style for
the short time it took them to fIll in the questionnaire. In fa ct, several teachers reported the
experience o f indicating and pausing to conscio usly think about one's emotion s as enlightening and interesting.
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Teachers' Responses to the Trait- and State-based Emotion Assessments
Frequency and intensity of emotions. lntensities of teac her emotions are shown in Fig_
ure 5.1. The mea n va lues for teachers' trait assess ment (li g ht grey) as well as m ea ns for the
state assessments (dark grey) are displayed for each of the discrete emotions: enjoyment, pride,
shame, anxiety, anger, and boredom.
As revealed by th e fi g ure, the experi ence of positive emotions, such as enjoyment and
pride, is dominant in teachin g. T his findin g is in line with previous research results showing
that teachers experience their teachin g as a generall y rewarding and satisfying activity charged
w ith positive emotions (sec, e.g., Harg reaves, 1998; Sutton & Wheatley, 2003). Of the nega tive
emotions, anger is the IT10St prominent. T his prevalence of anger might be explained by the
way in which ange r, in particu lar, is tied to managerial problems in class (Frenzel & Gotz, 2007;
Harg reaves, 2000) th at are prone to occur in the course of one lesso n.
Results in Figure 5.1 also show that shame and anxiety are, particularly in terms of sta te
emotion, experienced onl y to a very small extent. T he low occurrence of shame may be due
to its nature as a self-conscious emotion occurring largely in retrospec t (Tracy & Robins,
2004,2006) and thus not expected to be reported while teac hing. Anxiety, on the other hand,
indicates a hi gh arousal level (close to, e.g., pani c). Yet, from a theoreti ca l viewpoint, moderate
nervous tension is also included in the an xiety emotion , but may not be captured by or associated with the word " anxiety." High- arousal anxiety, however, is probably rare during lessons,
thus explaining the overall low values. In fact, more than half the teachers (1'1. == 14) rated all
their state items on an xiety as 1 (not at all).
N o tably, teachers report a fair amo unt of boredom while teaching in class (for state,
M ean == 1. 38, SE == 0.08). In about a quarter of all lessons, teachers reported experiencing
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boredo m to at Icast som c extc nt (i. c. , a ratin g of two or higher o n th e scalc). T his res ul t is
surprising. III initiall y planning alld dcsig ning of thc study, wc specul ated that if as kcd abo ut
bo redom, even if they did exper ic ncc this emotioll , teachers wo uld probably not admit to
experiencing it, or o n.l y ra rely admit to it. Sincc boredo m is generally considered a lowaro usal, deactivating emotio n (e.g., Pekrun , Goctz, Da niels, Stupnisky, & Pe rry, 2010), this
res ult warrants furthcr investigatio n as it seems to be in contras t to the ac tive ro le a teacher has
to engage in during the lesson.
Difference between trait and state emotions. As evident in Figure 5.1 , teachers rate
all of their trait emotions higher than their online-assessed emotion experiences; that is, their
state emotions. Wc conducted tests of difference for each em o tion , yielding all statistically
signifi cant results (p < 0.05 , and marginaLly signifi cant, p < 0.10 for anxiety) .2 Such results
provide evidencc of the intensity bias in emotion self- reports (Robinson & C lore, 2002) ,
denoting that retrospective evaluatio n of one's em.o tions covering a longer time frame might
not approac h the emotion experiences as reported di rec tly in thc situation.
Teachers' feedback on the emotion assessment. Whe n as ked after the state assessment whe ther they thou ght all relevant em.otions were included in our assessme nt, teachers
mostly agreed, yet indicated that they would have included frustration in addition to anger.
The issue of whether frustration and anger ca n be separated as two discre te em otio ns has
been addressed by Sutton (2007); she noted th at while more teac hers spontaneou sly spoke
about fru stration than anger, th e teachers' answers regarding bodily responses, actions , or
coping strategies related respectively to anger and frustration probably do not warrant treating them as two distinct emotions. In layman's terms these two words may bc asso ciated
with different emotio nal states ye t m ay be diffi cult to distinguish from ,1 theo retical and
empi rical viewpoint.
An unanti cipated result was that some teac hers in o ne school had difficul ties with the
expression of pride. For instance, in the trait questionnaire, they put question marks next to
the item for pride and rated all state items on pride with 1 (not at all) . One te,1Cher even commented, " For m e, the expression 'pride' is inappropriate."

Conclusion
Overall, our pilot study shows that ESM can bc successfully applied to teachers since they
were able to implement it relatively easily while teaching without being distracted or annoyed.
Our results on the frequencies of tcacher emotions are similar to those obtained in previous
quantitative studies (C arson, 2006; Fre nzel & Gatz, 2007) , showin g tha t positive emotions are
predominant, followed by anger as the most frequent negative emotion.
Our use of single- item m easures for assessin g em.otion experience that directly included
the emotion term (e.g., measuring anxiety by as king "How strongly do you experience anxiety at the mom.ent?") also had its drawbacks. Even tho ugh the unanticipated difflcultics w ith
the expression o f pride encountered in this pilot study n-ught be an exception, we also found
very low overall va lues for anx iety and shame, suggesting that for teachers these two emotion
terms do not encompass the whole range of affective experiences that the respective emotions
wou.ld impl y. In trait- based assessments of teacher emotions, this issue could be circ umvented
by using a multi- itcms scale that includes descriptive words for the em.otion (such as l'IerllOUS
or tense for anxiety and embarrassed fo r shalTlC). Fo r state-based assessm ents such as ESM , th e
questionnaire has to be kept short in order to not be overly obtrusive; thus, a further validation
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of whic h emotion te rms are best used might be helpful in the future, for example, by using
cognitive interviewin g (see Karaben ick et aI. , 2007).
O ur data also indicated a discrepa ncy between teachers' sta te and trail emotions. Given that
much of the previous researc h on teac her emotions involves trait emotions, that is, retrospective self- reports spanning a lo nger time frame, the results yielded therein need to be further
investiga ted to determine whether they hold true for teac hers' state emotions, as well. Future
research should clearly distin guish between trait and state emotions, as both might deno te
sli ghtl y different mea nings , and res ults yielded for the one kind of assessment may not necessarily be applicable or generali za ble to the other.

Implications for Future Research
Tea cher emotions m atte r. As we have shown in this chapter, teachin g is charged with emotions, and teachers experience quite a ra nge of discrete emotions. As such, emotions cannot
be excluded when co nsidering tea chers' professional lives, even less so as there is evidence
that eITlotions relate to instru ctional behaviors and impact students' outcomes. Yet, as research
on teacher emotions is comparatively recent, much needs to be investigated and clarified by
future research. We want to stress some poi nts here related to m ethodology and effects, as well
as the antecedents of teacher emotio ns.
Methodological issues. To date, teac her emotions have bee n exclusively investigated via
teacher self- reports. In identifyin g how teacher emotions translate in to the classroom and
affect behavior, instru ction, and student outcomes, investigating teacher emotions through
such means as students' perceptions would provide additional insight into the complex interrelationship of teacher and student emotions in classrooms. T he validity of teac her emotiOIlS, measured thus far by self- reports, needs to be tested by using other methodological
approaches in the classroom. In the last 15 years, videotaping classrooms and analyzing the
instru ction afterward, using trained observers, has proven a fruitful approach to in- depth analyses of classroom processes (see, e.g., the T IMS Video Stud y, e.g., Givvin, Hiebert, Jacobs,
HoLlin gsworth, & Gallimore, 2005; Jacobs, Hollingsworth, & G ivvin, 2007); similarly, observer
ratings of teac hers' expressed emotions could be used and compared to teachers' self- reported
and students' perceived teacher emotions to gain a better understanding of the nature and
effects of teac her emotions.
Also, teacher emotions as assessed in class and during teaching (i. e., state emotions) might
be different from those reported outside the class when retrospectively evaluating one's generali zed emotion experiences (i. e., trait emotions). In future resea rch, it would be helpful to
identify the factors leading to the observed differences in emotion experience with respect to
trait and state emotions. According to the accessibility n'lodel of Robinson and C lore (2002),
teachers ' subjective beliefs can influence their trait- m easures on emotion s to a great extent,
which may partially explain the observed intensity bias. Rema ining questions might fo cus on
which exact beliefs play a role in teac hers' trait- based emotion measures and how they contribute to a differentiated understa ndin g of trait and state emotions and their respective roles
for teachers' professional lives, teaching, and students.
Co nsidering iffects and antecedents oJ teacher emotions. Most extant resea rch on teacher emotions does not distinguish clea rly be tween outcomes and antecedents of teacher emotions,
as most studies employ qualitative intervi ew s or cross-sectional, quantitative studies th at do
not permit the determination of ca usal relations. Thus, longitudinal investiga tions followin g
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teac hers and their in teractio ns with students for a longer timeframe are needed to exp li cate
the comp lex interrelationships that ultimately shape teachers' emotiona l experiences and
reactions, classroom interactions, and student outcomes. Anothe r unresolved issue concerns
differentiating the effects of positive versus negative teac her emotions. In other words, do
negative teacher emotions always have negative effects in terms of cognitions , classroom
behaviors, or student be haviors? In the teacher emotion ]jterature so far, and large ly also
in our summary of it, it is impli citly ass umed that positive emo tions arc good for teachers,
stude nts, and teach in g and, conversely, that negative emo tions have negative and undesired
effec ts. However, might it be possible, for example, that teacher ange r- or more precisely,
the expression of teac her anger to stude nts- is som etimes benefic ial for students in that it
communicates the teachers' expectations and boundaries betwee n acceptabl e and una cceptable behavior? Or might (the exuberant expression of) enj oyment distract students' atten tion fro m t heir learning tas ks?
Co nsidering boredom and other deactivating teacher elllotions. In our ESM study reported ea rlier, boredom was included as a deactivating teacher emotion, and, unexpectedl y, teachers
repo rted experiencin g sonie boredo m during teaching. For students, it is quite established
that they experience boredom for a large amount of their time in class (about 30% to
60%; e.g., Larson & Richards, 1991; N ett, Goetz, & Hall , 2011) . Further, different coping
strategies have been ide ntified for stude nts: some mi ght distract themselves by talking to
the ir classmates and others by tuning out of instru ction and thinking about something else
en tirely (Nett, Goetz, & Daniels, 20 10; N ett et aI., 20 11). But w hat do teachers do when
they are bored? Boredom is associated with a low aro usal level, yet teachers need to be in
attentive co ntrol all the time during teac hing, so their cop in g strategies might be very differe nt than those of students.
Possibly eve n more complex might be the role of positive deactivating emotions, li ke relaxation o r relief, wh ich were not included in o ur ESM stud y and to o ur knowledge have not. yet
been investigated system atically elsewhere. To what extent are they experienced during teaching, and how do they affect teaching? C learly, in lin king teac her emotions to instructional
behavior (e.g., Sutton, 2004; Frenzel, Goetz, Stephens, et aI. , 2009; Fre nzel, Goetz, LLidtke, et at,
2009), the possibility of differentiated effects of different discrete emotions needs to be taken
into account in furth er research.
ConsiderinJ! teacher emotions across the career span. Especially in regard to teachers' professional lives and development, the role of emotions is not yet clear. It is suggested that teacher
emotions relate strongly to teacher burnout and, beyo nd that, are also connected to attrition
(C hang, 2009, 2013). To uphold an ideali zed emotional self-image, teachers also regulate their
emotions to quite so me extent. However, the potentially complex interplay of teachers' emotional experiences, em otion regulation, and emotional exhaustion are still unclear, particularly
relating to teachers' sense of professional identity. An area in need of clarification in the future
relates to how, in the lo ng run, emotional experiences and teachers' means of coping wi th
them influence decisio ns to stay in or quit teaching.
Finally, it rema ins unclear how teacher emotio ns might change over the course of a career,
especially during the crucial transition from preservice to full- time teacher. In order to prepare
preservice teachers for th e emotional challenges of teaching and provide them with adequate
regu lation strategies, we first need to understand the role of emotio ns in teachers' development, including how both particularly impo rtant events and everyday experiences shape the
emotional lives of teachers.
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Notes

2

In addition to the six emotion items, also two items measuring emotional di sso nance were included
that are not reported here. Also, before reporting on th eir emotional experience, teachers had to
denote the number of the lesson (e.g., the first or third lesso n th ey taught that day) and the subject
of th e lesso n. Altogeth er teachers had to answer ten items in the state ques tionnaire.
For this test of difference, we aggregated th e state-data into one mean va lu e for every teacher to
compare it with th eir trait measure.
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